SESSION 3: Group work by thematic expertise

21 October 2019
Room IV, Palais des Nations
Geneva, Switzerland
Aim of the thematic group work sessions

Group work by thematic area => targeted feedback on specific chapters/topics

- Identify case studies that illustrate specific elements/topics of water allocation
- These cases & others will be assessed for inclusion in regional groups: Session 5

Divided Experts into groups based on relevant experience and expertise:

- LAW & GOVERNANCE
- ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
- ENGINEERING & INFRASTRUCTURE
- ECONOMICS & PUBLIC POLICY
- HYDROLOGY & GEOLOGY
- HYDRO-DIPLOMACY & NEGOTIATION
Priority areas for group review & feedback

1st PRIORITY: Feedback on designated chapters/topics based on your expertise

2nd PRIORITY: Propose case studies that clearly illustrate elements of key topics

3rd PRIORITY: Feedback on other chapters/topics deemed relevant by the group

4th PRIORITY: Feedback on overall structure, flow and usability of the Handbook

Designate a rapporteur to take notes = 5 minutes (MAX) report back next session

EACH GROUP HAS A FLIPCHART – PLEASE TAKE DETAILED NOTES TO USE & SUBMIT
Thematic groups

HYDROLOGY & GEOLOGY
- Heiskanen
- Chuthong
- Abrate
- Balde

ECONOMICS & PUBLIC POLICY
- Lipponen
- Arntzen
- van der Veeren
- Martoussevitch

HYDRO-DIPLOMACY & NEGOTIATION
- Kovacs
- Moy
- Wolf
- Vermont

ENGINEERING & INFRASTRUCTURE
- Kinna
- Lautze
- Ahmad Arshid
- Ndour
- Kadir
- Hossain

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
- Mautanova
- Belyaev
- Imamovic
- Verdiyev

LAW & GOVERNANCE
- Belinskij
- Ziganshina
- Baranyai
- Ramoeli
Report back from thematic group work

RAPPORTEURS (5 minutes)

Feedback on designated chapters/topics based on your expertise

Propose case studies that clearly illustrate elements of key topics

Feedback on other chapters/topics deemed relevant by the group

Feedback on overall structure, flow and usability of the Handbook

FOLLOW UP FROM FLOOR (5 minutes)

• Questions and comments

• Suggestions for other case studies that illustrate this thematic area

• Additional resources that would be useful to the authors drafting these sections / case studies

• Gaps that need to be addressed in information